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Glamping with Llamas in the UK
Recently, after spending a fair amount
of time Googling things like ‘glamping
with hot tubs’ and ‘hot tub glamping’ I
stumbled upon this place by happy
semi-accident. Located just outside of
Wisbech, an easy hour’s drive from
either Norwich or Cambridge, Faster
Lente Llamas is a glamping-site-meetsllama-farm stroke of genius, and it’s the
perfect place to go for a quiet weekend
away from it all.

Faster Lente Llamas
Tabby is a Norwich-based blogger of
travel tips, vegan food nds, sustainable
living and other good stu .
Sometimes, you just want to spend your
weekend sitting in a hot tub with a good
drink and an even better view. If you’re
on the lookout for a reasonably-priced
glamping spot in the UK that also boasts
hot tub access, and you like the idea of
hanging out with a bunch of llamas for
the weekend, then I’ve got just the place
for you.

Faster Lente Llamas have rave reviews
all over the internet, and it isn’t hard to
see why. Despite the fact that you can
take a leisurely 15-minute stroll up the
road to the nearest corner shop, at the
edge of Wisbech, the site’s location is
just far enough out to have views of
open countryside and a sense of being
much more remote than you really are.
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There are only two glamping caravans
on the site, which means you’ll never
nd yourself feeling penned in by other
people – but Faster Lente also have a
marquee in the midst of things which
serves as an artist’s studio and
communal lounge area. Though the
business is relatively new, the owner – a
wonderful woman called Tina who loves
the animals here like family – is already
arranging tonnes of great things to do
here throughout the year, from art
classes to yoga.

The accommodation
Currently there are two very cute
caravans at Faster Lante Llamas, each
with their own summer house, BBQ
area and repit, as well as optional hot
tub. (Although if you aren’t opting for a
hot tub, you are very foolish, in my
opinion.) We stayed in Nayeli, and the
other is Melissa Christina.

The caravans are on opposite sides of
the land to one another, with hedges
and a eld in between. During our stay
there were guests in the other caravan,
and aside from meeting them one day
while we were all out admiring the
llamas at the same time, we’d never
have known they were there!
The green caravan you can see in the
photo above is one that’s not in use for
guests, and mostly acts as a hiding
place for the free roaming ducks and
chickens who live here with the llamas.

What’s included
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Both caravans are suited to couples
rather than friends or families, as they
feature just one double bed for sleeping
in, along with everything you need for a
comfortable stay – a kitchenette that
includes an oven with a hob, toaster and
kettle, fridge with an icebox and so on,
and a bathroom with ushing loo and
shower cubicle. Flu y robes and
slippers help to add some extra luxe
feel to this rustic accommodation.
Inside they are clean and comfortable,
with
plenty
of
llama-themed
decorations and a useful stash of things
like cooking oil, salt, pepper and sauces.
As well as classic B&B-style mini jams
and marmalades, we were also greeted
on arrival with bread, juice and milk (let
them know in advance if you’re
vegan/dairy-free!) and though the sun
was shining for most of our trip, a
cupboard housing mini playing cards
and games proved useful when it did
rain for a while.

We were given enough wood to keep
the re pit going all weekend if we’d
wanted to, and brief instructions on how
to ensure the hot tub stayed hot
throughout our stay. For Nayeli, the hot
tub is housed in a geodesic dome which
can have a cover pulled over it in the
event of bad weather – so you can still
bubble away even if it rains! – and there
are also fairy lights all the way around
for top notch glamping vibes.
While you are out in the countryside,
nestled between an orchard and a eld
of happy llamas, those of you as
technologically-addicted as I am will be
pleased to hear there’s free WiFi
throughout the site.

Llamas, chickens and
running ducks
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Of course, when you book a stay at a
place
named
by
Airbnb
and
Booking.com simply as ‘Glamping with
llamas’, it isn’t just the cosy caravan and
I-feel-so-fancy hot tub that you’re going
for. The thing that really makes this
place as wonderful as it is, is that you
get to hang out with a rad bunch of
llamas while you’re there.
Llamas are very chill creatures, more
cat-like than dog-like in their attitude to
people – that is, they are happy for you
to hang out and share their space, but
they aren’t going to come running over
to you begging for a fuss. When you’ve
got treats in your hand, however, you
can command a little more attention…

If you’re envisioning the llama farm as
having the llamas kept separate from
the glamping accommodation, then you
are envisioning wrong, my friends. All of
the animals that live here are as free
range as they come, and while there are
fences around the site, the llamas can
stroll around wherever they please!
In Nayeli, we typically woke up to nd
llamas outside the caravan chewing on
nettles, and whenever we were in the
hot tub they’d come to parade around
the BBQ area and watch us poaching
ourselves in the water.
Part of each stay includes an orientation
with the llamas, where Tina or her
assistant will walk you around the site
and tell you a bit about each animal –
their names and personalities, relation
to each other, favourite habits and so on
– and you’ll get a chance to feed them
nutritious pellets of food that seem to
be to llamas what Dreamies are to cats.
If you want to get close to the llamas
and really make some new u y friends,
holding out a palm full of pellets is the
way to do it.
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As the hens here lay so many eggs, Tina
is more than happy to bestow a fresh
batch upon you in the morning
whenever there are some going spare –
but she did check with us before leaving
them outside the caravan door, so if
you’re not keen they won’t be forced
upon you!

Ethical eggs
It isn’t just llamas you can meet on the
farm though, as Tina and her family also
keep chickens and ducks. These are just
as free range as the llamas, and we did
get visited by hens and cockerels while
we were in the hot tub as well!
If you eat eggs, it doesn’t really get more
ethical and sustainable than the fresh
eggs you might be treated to while
you’re here. Though my partner and I
generally follow a vegan lifestyle, I have
no ethical objection to eating eggs from
a happy hen that roams around being
well
loved
and
looked-after
in
someone’s back yard.

There are also a group of Bali-crested
running ducks living at Faster Lente,
which are beautiful animals to see
running around in the elds and bathing
in puddles.
They seemed to get on pretty well with
the squirrels, rabbits and various small
birds we saw over the June weekend of
our visit, and all in all the array of
wildlife you can watch from your
window or hot tub makes for an
incredibly wholesome staycation feel.
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Booking and
things to know

other

Glamping here starts at £75 per night
(that’s per caravan, not per person) and
we paid an extra £40 to have a hot tub
for the duration of our three night stay.
Depending on your preference, here are
a few ways to book a stay:
The Faster Lente website
Airbnb – go here for Nayeli or here
for Melisa Christina
Booking.com – either caravan can
be booked here

While glamping with llamas at Faster
Lente is currently adults-only, you can
bring children here for birthday parties
and other special events. Tina and her
crew are happy to organise things like
bu et lunches and party bags, as well as
prosecco on arrival for adult groups.
If you are staying here for a special
occasion, things like champagne or
prosecco and owers can be booked as
add-ons in advance, though I’m pretty
con dent this will be easiest if you book
through the website rather than a thirdparty vendor.

If you haven’t booked with either of the
third-party sites before, don’t forget you
can get some money o with one of my
referral codes! Get £15 o
at
Booking.com here, or £25 o at Airbnb
here!
If you’ve found any other awesome
glamping sites that you think deserve a
shout out, let me know! I’m always after
any excuse to go on another trip, and
happy to promote cool businesses who
deserve attention.
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Luxury camping with llamas in West
Walton, less than three miles out of
Wisbech. Maddie Callaghan went to nd
out what it is like. Picture: Maddie
Callaghan / ARCHANT
Maddie Callaghan / ARCHANT
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Just when you thought
that glamping with
llamas
was
good
enough Tina Gambell
of Faster Lente Llamas
has made it even
better.
The campsite, based in West Walton
near Wisbech, is an outstanding area
which
primarily
o ers
luxurious
camping amongst the llamas.
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You can relax in the hot tub with a glass
of bubbly admiring the beautiful views
on o er.
However, there is now more available at
this stunning site for you to do. Why not
try a range of other activities that Tina
has on o er at this wonderful local site.
You don't have to travel 60 miles for a
day out. Just pop down to Faster Lente
Llamas for an art workshop with all the
equipment provided for you and a
professional artist Sarah Madsen will be
able to give you tips and tricks of the
trade.
Don't like painting? Why not go for a bit
of fun and the traditional cream tea
served throughout the day by the lovely
hosts, Tina and Jaime.
You can even visit again for free to
nish o your artwork. Professional or
beginner, there is a place for you there,
you don't need to be the next Van Gogh
to have a good time.
If you prefer a more unique form of art,
why not try needle felting? Using actual
eece from the llamas themselves to
create a unique gift for yourself or
someone else, though I would probably
keep it myself…

On the theme of gifts, as we delve closer
into warm pyjamas and hot chocolate
season why not make your own
personalised Christmas wreath, again
this is something I would keep myself.
A table centrepiece to make your dining
area look like you're participating in
Come Dine With Me or hang it on your
door to impress your neighbours.
Get into the Christmas spirit with your
favourite and most tacky Christmas
jumper and relax in The Studio which
will be warm and lled with Christmas
spirit, the day will be lled with joy and
laughter, a perfect Christmas experience
to abolish the humbugs.
You could even just spend a day getting
calmer and learning about Llamas! Tina
is lled to the brim with knowledge
about not only llamas in general but
each one of her llamas has such a
distinct personality which she can speak
for hours about.
Amber is feisty and very irty with the
gorgeous Pharaoh, whilst Lila will give
you a kiss… for a treat.
All the llamas are friendly and
welcoming and waiting for you to pay
them a visit!
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For more information, visit the Faster
Lente Llamas Facebook page or go on
the website to book your stay at:
www.glampingwithllamas.com
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